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QUESTION 1

When you set up an 802.11n-capable network using autonomous APs, which two settings let you achieve 802.11n
rates? (Choose two.) 

A. no encryption 

B. WPA2 AES-CCMP encryption 

C. WEP encryption 

D. Cisco Key Integrity Protocol encryption 

E. WPA1 TKIP encryption 

F. WPA2 TKIP encryption 

G. PSK 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement about the Cisco WCS security index is true? 

A. The security index will display red (high threat level) when the managed WLAN detects multiple rogues and attack
signatures. 

B. The security index is a weighted scale of WLAN security ranging from 0 least risk (secure) to 100 high risk
(unsecure). 

C. The security index uses device configuration parameters to assign a weighted value of network security. 

D. The security index of the Cisco WCS managed network is the average of all controller and Cisco MSE scores. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

DNS is configured to respond with a list containing multiple controller addresses. Upon DNS discovery, which statement
is true? 

A. The AP sends a discovery request to the first controller on the list, and then goes down the list chronologically until it
receives a discovery response. 

B. The AP sends a discovery request to the last controller on the list, and then goes up the list chronologically until it
receives a discovery response. 

C. The AP sends a discovery request to all controllers on the list simultaneously. 

D. Multiple controller IP addresses in a DNS response are not supported. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which IEEE standard allows for the use of multiple 2-MHz communication channels within the 2.4-GHz spectrum? 

A. 802.14 

B. 802.15.4 

C. 802.16.1 

D. 802.18 

E. 802.19 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Asset tags are not being detected correctly and re-verification of the correct configuration should be performed. It is also
recommended that verification of correct asset tag RSSI detection and message forwarding is conducted. Which
statement is correct about the RFID tag timeout settings, as you would see in a show advanced location summary on a
Cisco WLC? 

A. The RFID tag timeout should be set to two to five times the longest tag transmission interval found in the tag
population, including stationary and any in-motion tag transmission intervals. 

B. The RFID tag timeout should be set to four to six times the longest tag transmission interval found in the tag
population, including stationary and any in-motion tag transmission intervals. 

C. The RFID tag timeout should be set to three to eight times the longest tag transmission interval found in the tag
population, including stationary and any in-motion tag transmission intervals. 

D. The RFID Tag RSSI expiry timeout cannot be configured; it is a fixed value (1200 seconds). 

Correct Answer: C 
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